IIS/Ear seminar Schedule, Spring 2018

Mondays 2:30 - 3:30, Informatics West 107

- 2/5: Minje Kim (IU Intelligent Systems Engineering)
- 2/12: available
- 2/19: Prof. David Landy (IU Psychological and Brain Sciences)
- 2/26: available
- 3/5: Mingze Xu (IU Computer Science)
- 3/12: Spring Break
- 3/19: available
- 3/26: Adithya Vadapalli (IU Computer Science), "Massively Parallel Algorithms for Single Linkage Clustering"
- 4/2: Prof. Linda Smith (IU Psychological and Brain Sciences)
- 4/9: Prof. Michael Ryoo (IU Computer Science)
- 4/16: Prof. Lantao Liu (IU Intelligent Systems Engineering)
- 4/30: available

The IIS seminar is sponsored in part by the IU Emerging Areas of Research project "Learning: Brains, Machines and Children," and by the Center for Algorithms and Machine Learning.

Abstracts and videos of many past talks are available at: http://vision.soic.indiana.edu/iis-talk-series/

Please subscribe to our mailing list to receive the talk announcements, if you're not on our list already, by sending a blank email to list@list.indiana.edu with the subject line: "subscribe iis-seminar-l".